
As we return to work and to life in the “new 
normal,” companies are being challenged 
to keep employees and customers safe, and 
evolve their business processes to drive greater 
efficiency.

TRACE Sensors is an all-inclusive and scalable 
solution that enables you to overcome these 
challenges with asset and employee tagging, 
accurate real-time location tracking and physical 
distance monitoring, and comprehensive 
historical contact tracing to help your 
organization stay healthy. Originally developed 
for state-of-the-art asset tagging with 
unmatched accuracy, TRACE Sensors expands 
on those capabilities to deliver a comprehensive 
tracking, tracing, and tagging solution.

Comprehensive Historical Contact Tracing
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Accurate Real-Time Location Track-
ing and Physical Distance Monitoring

Optimized Asset Tagging

TRACE Sensors: The “New Normal”  
in Tagging, Tracking, and Tracing

Developed by i-Virtualize to 
address the rapidly growing needs of 
businesses to protect their employees 
and customers during the COVID-19 
pandemic, TRACE Sensors enables 
organizations to adapt to a new way 
of doing business that increases their 
control, security, and safety while 
reducing costs. 

Looking at Business in a New Way

Alert workers and customers when they 
are not maintaining proper physical 
distancing
Demonstrate compliance with physical 
distancing regulations 
Maintain high-production capacity 
while keeping employees safe
Monitor occupancy of common areas to 
avoid congestion in those areas
Provide a safer work environment, 
reducing the risk of employees being 
exposed to an infection or virus, 
protecting themselves and their 
families.

Accurately determine the line of contagion to 
limit the spread of illness
Confine possible outbreaks 
Limit area closures within the plant to only 
those that have been contaminated
Accelerate response and sanitization 
efforts of contaminated areas so healthy 
employees can return to work 

Improve inventory control 
Enhance productivity and factory efficiency
Optimize industrial asset utilization
Monitor and control industrial workflows in 
real time
Fully integrates with your existing ERP

Let our team help you — from 
configuration through support—transform your 
business, for the better. Call us at 647-367-1446 
or email: sales@i-virtualize.com. 
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